PELLY    BAY
The couch was a rickety wooden surface supported in the
middle by a strut, over which two caribou hides had been
spread. On these three planks forming a slightly tilted surface.
Father Henry slept. To the right was a hole in the ground,
which we blocked in part by the packing case containing my
effects.
The box will be your couch/ said Father Henry; 'and if you
remember to keep out of that hole, you'll be perfectly com-
fortable.'
Father Henry has no table knife, and I doubt that he has
ever had a fork. His spoon disappeared a few days before my
arrival, and he thought it might have fallen into the hole. I
pushed the box aside and began to hunt for the spoon. After I
had pulled up a dozen frozen fish-heads, an old parka, a sack
with a bit of flour still in it, and five Arctic-hare hides, I found
the spoon.
No white man has anything to boast of in the Arctic, but
Father Henry no longer had the little with which he had
started. Whatever he had possessed on first coming out here
was to him part of a forgotten past, and he referred to it as
call those things/ It had helped in the beginning, but now call
that' was superfluous. \Vhat, for example, did he want with a
plate when his only meal of the day was a lump of frozen fish,
eaten on waking in the morning? What good was that lamp to
him, since he had no kerosene? How could he have used a
pen here where ink froze? A napkin, which would have stiffened
like a board in this cold? The only thing to do was to lick one's
fingers, and indeed the gesture had become automatic with him.
But since he knew that I was what Frenchy Ghartrand at Cop-
permine had called a 'cream-puff,5 he gave me a ptarmigan skin
to wipe my fingers on. This is the classic towel of the Arctic.
It lasts the whole winter through without washing, and if you
really mean to honour your guest, it is with this ptarmigan skin
that you wipe his plate.
Father Henry lacked every object known to the civilization
of the white man. Those things make no sense here/ — and
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